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efore there were bacteria, before there were archaea or eukaryotes, there were ribocytes-primitive replicating microbes that did all their biochemical maneuvering with RNA alone. "Ribocytes were likely cells because the most plausible way to maintain a coherent evolutionary identity is to be membrane delimited," according to Michael Yarus, of the University of Colorado at Boulder. The limit-defining outer membrane of these simple creatures was probably made of cosmochemicals-"that is, amphipathic lipids [that] occur naturally and broadly in the universe and don't require complex biosynthesis," he explains. Such amphipathic lipidsfatty biomolecules with both waterfriendly and -phobic regions that enable them to form bilayers in cell membranes-are still common today in the form of phospholipids.
What might a ribocyte look like? They were probably small spherical cells with no internal membranes and little fine structure. How did they reproduce? Their bounding membranes were very likely unstable, so cells of a certain size would simply pinch off a daughter containing a sample of their genes.
A sensible cellular RNA world must have begun with replication and selection, argues Yarus. He maintains that Cech's laboratory at the University of Colorado.
Preribosomal RNAs are normally genetically streamlined, or processed, into mature ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) when long nucleotide sequences are removed by ribonucleoprotein complexes called spliceosomes. However, working with a specific rRNA in the free-living protozoa Tetrahymena thermophila, Cech and his colleagues found that an unprocessed pre-RNA molecule could splice itself.
"Such a self-splicing RNA was a new kind of sensing receptor, or 'sensor,' for amino acid binding," says Yarus, who notes that this binding changes the activity of the resulting protein by moving its parts around. The race was ribocytes could therefore make and support large unstable molecules such as RNA, could create the nucleotides that they needed to multiply, and could concentrate amino acids as well as attach them to RNAs so that translation could be invented.
The ribocytes' greatest feat of ingenuity was the invention of the genetic code, and once reproducible RNA sequences were in place, replication could begin. Researchers reasoned, and rightly, that the code began with a reaction between RNA and a subset of amino acids. But RNA-aminoacid binding sites are rare. After an unrewarding search by RNAists, the first were finally discovered during seemingly unrelated research in Tom 
Feature
"Earth in the era of life's origin was arguably not hot but, rather, a heterogeneous ice ball," according to Yarus. After the Moon-forming impact about 4.5 Gya, the very hot Earth probably cooled in a few million years or so, perhaps even descending to subfreezing temperatures. Cold water and ice are excellent substrates for RNA chemistry; cold facilitates nucleotide pairing and stabilizes RNA structures disrupted by higher temperatures. Even today, RNA viruses, such as the notorious H5N1 influenza virus, replicate best in icy-cold water.
Moreover, the frozen ancient Earth was periodically bombarded by fiery on to test the 20 standard amino acids to see which of them effected a similar reaction. "In my laboratory, we were very excited to find that only one of the 'magic 20' biological amino acids slows Tetrahymena self-splicing RNA reactions," says Yarus. This amino acid, arginine, enters and blocks the RNA receptor site so the guanine nucleoside splicing initiator cannot attach. Splicing, he explains, can be compared with editing linear text in English, and a splicing initiator is like an initial capital letter: Not having one leaves the sentence without a proper beginning.
"As we had hoped, the consequent splicing slowdown signaled amino acid binding, and binding only one amino acid signaled molecular specificity, which, importantly, means a binding site with a specific shape and array of interaction points." This and other early research yielded the first proof that RNA had the skills to be an enzyme, including the ability to bind small molecules with discrimination.
As inventive as they were, ribocytes were very, very slow-an estimated 10 million times slower, in fact, than their more efficient descendants. A creature relying on RNA catalysis to reproduce even the simplest active structures must have taken days or weeks, which is a far more leisurely pace than the minimal 10-20 minutes required by some rapidly dividing modern cells, says Yarus. If it takes longer for a cell to reproduce than it does for it to decay, the line will not persist; therefore, the chemical instability of RNA must have been a major dilemma for ribocytes.
Eventually, the RNA era was succeeded by our nucleoprotein world, in which faster-replicating cells outdivided most of the ribocytes and probably ate the rest. Ribocytes may have been slow, but it is hard not to admire them, says Yarus. "They made their way-and our way-decisively across a difficult time."
Preribocyte molecules were likely formed in an ancient icy pool of ribonucleotides The solar system, and therefore the Earth, congealed 4.5 gigayears ago (Gya; billions of years ago), and RNA creatures were thriving by about 4 Gya. Somewhere during that early tumultuous period on Earth, an early, simple ribonucleic system-an initial Darwinian ancestor (IDA)-must have evolved. The IDA, explains Yarus, is "the earliest, simplest system capable of chemically influencing its surroundings (having a phenotype) and replicating itself (having a genotype). We were asking how simple such a system could be, and extensive numerical analyses showed that it could be as simple as a very tiny dinucleotide RNA." (See box 1 for papers by Yarus and other RNA researchers.) The late Carl Woese, of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, whose comparative studies of rRNA sequences in the 1970s proved the universal relatedness of life, suggested space in efficient ways, ribozymesenzymes made wholly of RNA-were considered good candidates to test this belief. Therefore, Lehman and his collaborators fragmented ribozymes from Azoarcus, a bacterium so small it lives inside plant cells, into two pieces in three different ways and watched how the pieces spontaneously reassembled.
What resulted was clear evidence that mixtures of self-assembling RNA fragments spontaneously form cooperative catalytic cycles and networks. "A specific three-membered network has a highly cooperative growth dynamic; however, cooperation becomes even more pronounced when more fragments are involved," Lehman reports. "In the four-piece fragmentation, ribozymes were reassembled via many different pathways; in fact, 85 percent of all ribozymes required help from at least two subsystems to reconstruct."
When such cooperative networks were compared directly with selfish autocatalytic ones, the former grew faster. This, says Lehman, "indicates an intrinsic ability of RNA populations to evolve greater complexity through cooperation.
"Our experiments highlight the advantages of cooperative behavior even at the molecular stages of nascent life," concludes Lehman.
A massive hidden layer of regulatory RNAs rule the world Ribocytes may be long gone, or at least well concealed, but RNA is still in charge. Recent studies indicate that there is a massive hidden layer of regulatory RNAs controlling the DNA that there was an extended era of horizontal gene transfer before vertical inheritance was possible. This era, he proposed, could support the evolution of a genetic code. "This is consistent with an ancestry in a sporadically fed pool where, before ribocytes came into being, active molecules were distributed randomly but [were] still too primitive to support reproducible vertical inheritance," concludes Yarus.
The case for cooperation RNA is known to readily reassort-in other words, to juggle genes around and mutate rapidly. Therefore, single self-replicating RNAs in a cold icy pond would have faced the extreme challenge of keeping mutation rates low enough to sustain their own information as well as ward off molecular parasites-"chemicals with limited evolvability and no ability to replicate on their own," says Niles Lehman, of Portland State University (PSU), in Oregon. With this in mind, Lehman, his colleagues at PSU, and others at Harvard and Stanford Universities conjectured that very primitive life thrived less on discrete genotypes than on networks, and these were more likely subject to the rules of systems chemistry than to straightforward selection dynamics.
In particular, these scientists reasoned that webs of functionally linked, genetically related replicators were needed at the earliest phases of life to prevent information decay-the dreaded "error catastrophe."
Because they can evolve on their own, reproduce, and explore sequence Feature "An explosion of research revealing a complex transcription network with thousands of potential noncoding RNAs tells us that lncRNAs likely have a great variety of molecular functions, including regulation of protein localization, transcriptional pattern modulation, RNA processing alterations, and serving as precursors to small RNAs," notes David L. Spector, of Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, in New York. LncRNAs also have structural or organization roles, he adds-particularly in the mammalian cell nucleus, which contains membraneless compartments with specialized functions. Like Mattick, Spector believes the classical assumption that most genetic information is expressed and transacted by proteins needs modification. Current research shows that transcription is pervasive throughout the eukaryotic genome and that lncRNAs perform key regulatory roles. In fact, numerous lncRNAs are misregulated in a variety of diseases, especially cancers, in which example, he points out that less than 1.5 percent of the genome encodes proteins. The myriad of differences in expression appear to be under the fine control of regulating RNAs, and these, in turn, may be reacting to clues from the environment. "Many, if not most, lncRNAs are themselves alternatively spliced, adding further complexity to this scenario," he adds.
These new data paint an entirely different picture of the genomic programming underlying mammalian development and brain function, one in which relatively generic but often statespecific effector proteins (chromatinmodifying complexes and transcription factors) are guided to their action sites in the genome by an army of adaptor RNAs, according to Mattick. "This previously hidden world of RNA-directed epigenetic control of gene structure and expression may be extremely sophisticated, not simply operating at the regional level but extending to individual exons and other features such as promoters and enhancers." of every living creature on Earth. A superficially reasonable but mistaken assumption has been that most genetic information is transacted by proteins, says John S. Mattick, of the University of Queensland, in St. Lucia, Australia.
Howard Chang from Stanford University agrees-as do most expertsthat long, noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) in particular are critical epigenome regulators.
Called long on the basis of an arbitrary minimum length of 200 nucleotides, lncRNAs can drive chromatin reprogramming genomewide and effect changes by directly recruiting chromatin modifiers rather than by coding protein. Scientists now think that long-range epigenetic regulation by lncRNAs is probably a widespread mechanism.
It takes more than proteins to provide all the necessary computational power to put 100 trillion specialized cells in the right places, argues Mattick. Using the mammalian genome as an Feature some already provide very sensitive and specific tumor markers. "Many surprises are surfacing," says Spector, who considers it certain that future research will provide more unexpected insights into lncRNA functions.
Deciphering the hidden language of RNAs RNAs can "talk" among themselves with small, 22-nucleotide-long microRNAs (miRNAs). More specifically, they use miRNA response elements (MREs) as letters in a newly discovered RNA language, which is currently being translated by Pier Paolo Pandolfi and his colleagues at the Harvard Medical School. "RNAs influence each other's levels by competing for a limited pool of miRNAs, and such competing endogenous RNA (ceRNA) activity forms a large-scale regulatory network across the transcriptome," says Pandolfi. Importantly, he and others also propose that, in addition to the conventional miRNA RNA function, a reversed RNA miRNA logic exists, such that coding and noncoding RNAs crosstalk by competing for miRNA binding. Therefore, in the view of these scientists, this crosstalk justifies the belief that MREs are letters of an RNA language used by transcripts to regulate their respective expression levels. Moreover, ceRNA-mediated regulation can be reciprocal among multiple unrelated RNA molecules and can therefore form complex ceRNA networks, claims Pandolfi.
In principle, almost any RNA molecule with access to miRNA binding can act as a ceRNA. However, the effectiveness of a ceRNA depends on the number of miRNAs it can "sponge." In addition, not all MREs are equal; although two might bind the same miRNA, nucleotide differences can affect their binding effectiveness.
"The recent discovery that the large majority of our genome is transcribed exponentially increases the complexity of crosstalk among all RNA molecules. Deciphering, validating, and functionalizing such ceRNA networks will be an important and intriguing challenge for years to come in a variety of scientific disciplines and especially in my field of cancer research," according to Pandolfi.
ENCODE: More than 18,000 RNA genes in the human genome described to date It came as a shock to discover that Nobel Prize winner Tom Cech's favorite test subject, the little protist T. thermophila, appeared to have a more robust genome than Cech himself (or, indeed, any other human). However, the Human Genome Project's tally of approximately 27,000 versus approximately 20,000 protein-coding genes, respectively, certainly made it seem that way. Something else must be going on, thought perplexed scientists.
Therefore, almost a decade ago, the National Human Genome Research Institute formed a public consortium of scientists charged with annotating all the functional elements encoded in the human genome and called it the Transcription in 3D. Newly identified three-dimensional structure of the molecular machine, a transcription initiation complex, with which cells read the genetic information in DNA. The enzyme RNA polymerase (gray) and the transcription initiation factor sigma (yellow)-both from the bacterium Thermus thermophilus-together recognize, bind, and unwind DNA (pink and red) and preorganize the DNA to begin RNA synthesis. The purple sphere is a magnesium ion. of life provides an important new perspective on the centrality of RNA in gene regulation, as John Rinn, of Harvard University, sums it up. Indeed, "RNA has become widely suspected as the culprit behind almost every case of epigenetic regulation," according to Jeannie T. Lee, from Harvard Medical School. LncRNAs in particular seem to be ideally suited to epigenetic regulation "because they can specify a unique position in the genome in a way that proteins and small RNAs cannot," she explains.
So much of the genome is RNA based that Stamatoyannopoulos and his colleague Thomas Gingeras, of Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, in New York, argue that the fundamental unit of heredity should be the transcript-the piece of RNA decoded from DNA-and not the gene.
So far, ENCODE researchers have described 18,400 RNA genes, 8800 of which encode small RNA molecules and 9600 encode lncRNAs. "Intensive probing of RNA has deepened [our] appreciation of the extreme diversity and complexity of transcriptional processes and the very nature of pervasive transcription," claims Stamatoyannopoulos. Even seemingly simple gene structures may be hiding an astonishing variety of transcripts, he adds. Indeed, "there's quite a lot of sophistication in how RNA works," Ewan Birney, of the European Bioinformatics Encyclopedia of DNA Elements, or the ENCODE Project. This was considered a logical encore to the Human Genome Project, which had almost finished its sequencing, according to ENCODE researcher John A. Stamatoyannopoulos, from the University of Washington School of Medicine, in Seattle.
A 4-year pilot phase was initiated in 2003, focused on a carefully selected 1 percent of the human genome. This proved so successful that in 2007, ENCODE got the go ahead to sequence the entire genome. "In a happy and fateful coincidence, the scale-up was concurrent with the introduction of next-generation sequencing, which was rapidly adopted by ENCODE researchers and replaced the assays used in the pilot phase of this project," Stamatoyannopoulos notes.
A major surprise coming out of ENCODE has been that at least 80 percent of the human genome serves at least one biochemical purposeforever ending the belief that the dark matter between our skimpy scattering of genes is merely "junk." Furthermore, the discovery of the extensive transcription of large RNAs that do not code for proteins also dispatched the long-held central dogma of molecular biology that DNA is transcribed into messenger RNAs, which in turn serve as the template for protein synthesis. The apparent wealth of lncRNAs in our genome and across all kingdoms
